A Friedman-Robertson-Walker cosmological model dominated by tachyonicfaster-than-light-dark matter can exhibit features similar to those of a standard dark energy/dark matter or ΛCDM model. For example, it can undergo expansion which decelerates to a minimum rate, passes through a "cosmic jerk," then accelerates. But some features of a tachyon-dominated model are sufficiently distinct from those of the standard model that the two possibilities might be distinguished observationally. In this letter we examine the distance-redshift relation of such a model, which might be compared with observations of standard candles.
Introduction
Over the past two decades it has become clear that the matter/energy content of the cosmos must be dominated by constituents quite distinct from the ordinary "luminuous" matter of stars and planets. These are called "dark matter" if they obey equations of state similar to those of familiar matter and energy, and "dark energy" if they do not-the latter including cosmological-constant or vacuum-energy contributions. Despite considerable and ongoing efforts, however, specific dark-matter and dark-energy components have not yet been identified. Hence, it remains possible to consider even exotic candidates: For example, a gas of tachyons-faster-than-light particles, with spacelike four-momenta-can drive an open (spatially hyperbolic) cosmolgical model which expands from an initial singularity at a rate which decelerates to a minimum value, passes through a "cosmic jerk," then accelerates (Starke & Redmount 2019) . These are features which, in accord with current observations, characterize what has become the "standard" cosmological-constant/colddark-matter or ΛCDM cosmological model. The behavior of such a tachyon-dominated model differs sufficiently from a ΛCDM model that the two might be distinguished observationally. In this Letter we present some basic features of such a tachyon-dominated model which might be tested against observations. A suitable tachyon-dominated model universe is described in Sec. 2. Numerical parameters sufficient to specify the model are obtained from a few basic cosmological measurements in Sec. 3. The distance-redshift relation for the model, which might be compared to a more extensive set of observations, is shown in Sec. 4. Conclusions drawn from these results are described in Sec. 5. 
with comoving time coordinate t, angular coordinates χ, θ, and φ, and scale factor or curvature radius a(t). The Einstein Field Equations applied to this metric imply the
with ρ the energy density of the cosmic fluid and G Newton's constant. The evolution of the model is determined by the form of the density ρ as a function of a. A thermal ensemble of free, noninteracting (i.e., dark-matter) tachyons gives rise to density (Starke & Redmount 2019 )
with ρ 0 the energy density and M 0 an invariant-mass 1 density at some fiducial time t 0 -e.g., the present time-at which the scale factor has value a 0 . The Friedmann Equation (2) takes
The "potential energy" term on the left-hand side of Eq. (4a) is illustrated in Figure 1 . For parameter values giving B < Ac, the model expands from an initial singularity (a → 0 + ) at and dark-energy/dark-matter ΛCDM (dashed curve) models. Here "energy" E refers to the terms of the Friedmann Equation (2), in units of c 2 , and a is the scale factor of the models, in gigaparsecs.
a decreasing rate, passes through a minimum expansion rate at the peak of the potential, then accelerates. Unlike the standard ΛCDM model, which ultimately continues to accelerate exponentially in time, this tachyon-dominated model asymptotically approaches finite expansion rate da/dt = c. The tachyonic model illustrated in the figure has parameter values given in Sec. 3, following. The ΛCDM model shown has density
with constant vacuum-energy density
current-time matter density
and the current-time scale factor from Eq. (10e), for purposes of comparison.
The Friedmann Equation (4a) can be solved in closed form. The model of interest here, satisfying B < Ac, is described via scale factor and time
and
in terms of conformal time parameter η ∈ [0, +∞).
Model Parameters
This model is specified by three parameters, e.g., the parameter A setting the overall scale of the model, the dimensionless ratio β ≡ B/(Ac), and the current conformal-time value η 0 . These should be determined by fitting predictions of the model to an extensive set of observations, but such a calculation is beyond the scope of this Letter. Instead, simply to illustrate the feasibility of the model, the parameters can be set by matching the values of three well-known cosmological parameters, so that other consequences of the model can be compared to other data. For example, the current value of the Hubble parameter
the current age of the universe
and the redshift z j of the "cosmic jerk," at which the acceleration of cosmic expansion changes from negative to positive, given by
can be used. Solving Eq. (7c) for β, then solving the combined equation 
and estimate
this procedure yields parameters 
Distance-Redshift Relation
The distance-redshift relation is a feature of the model which might be tested against astronomical observations. Since incoming light rays in a spacetime geometry with line element (1) travel on trajectories satisfying dχ = −dη, the distance ℓ to a source is given by
with η * the conformal-time parameter at emission of the signal, and subscript zero denoting present-time values. The redshift z of the source is related to the scale factor a(eta) thus:
relation
Here the parameter α ≡ tanh −1 β = 2.83 is introduced, and numerical values are taken from results (10a)-(10e).
While this relation may appear opaque, it is actually not so unreasonable, as illustrated in Figure 2 . The curve in this figure is the distance-redshift relation (13). The data points represent redshift and distance values for Type Ia supernovae displayed in Garnavich et al. (1998) , with distance moduli converted to distances via the usual magnitude-redshift relation for Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetimes. The curve fits the data only approximately, but the model parameters have not been adjusted to optimize this fit. To determine the values of A, B, and η 0 -that is, the invariant mass, density, and temperature of the tachyon gas, as well as the distance and time scales of the model-to optimize agreement with this and other data sets, as is done to evaluate the features of more familiar models (Hinshaw et al. 2009 ), must be the subject of future work. The overall shapes of curve and data, however, suggest that cosmological models featuring tachyonic dark matter could be refined and tested using observations such as those of high-redshift supernovae.
Conclusions
Despite their somewhat fanciful nature, tachyons might actually be a viable dark-matter
candidate. An open Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime with mass/energy content dominated by a tachyon gas can show the same general features-expansion from an initial singularity decelerating to a minimum rate, then subsequently accelerating-as a standard Garnavich et al. (1998) reasonably with observations-well enough, perhaps, to justify more careful investigation.
One important distinction between the tachyonic and ΛCDM models is that the latter continues expanding exponentially in time, while the former asymptotically approaches constant expansion rate da/dt = c. Hence, determination of not just the first and second time derivatives, but also the third derivative-the true "cosmic jerk"-might be crucial to distinguishing between the two possibilities. Furthermore, the standard model must asymptotically approach the geometry of de Sitter (de Sitter 1917a,b) spacetime, while the tachyonic model must approach the Milne (Milne 1932 ) universe, which is flat spacetime.
This might imply that the quantum-state spaces for elementary-particle fields in the two models are different (Redmount 1999) , hence, that the two possible cosmologies might be distinguished by close examination of physics at the very smallest scales.
